Schedule – 1
(Relating to Rule 3)

Relating to Information

To,
The Secretary
Through
Electricity Development Department
Ministry of Energy
Sir/Madam,

I am providing this information since I am going to conduct survey, production, transmission or distribution of hydropower with a capacity of 100 to 1000 kilowatt with the following particulars pursuant to Rule 3 of the Electricity Rules, 2050.

1. Full name and address of the person or corporate body willing for survey/production/transmission/distribution of hydroelectricity.

2. Aim and purpose of the survey/production/transmission/distribution of hydroelectricity:-

3. Area for the survey/production/transmission/distribution of hydroelectricity:-
   (a) Zone
   (b) District
   (c) Village Development Committee/Municipality:-

4. Capacity:-

5. Particulars required by Rule 3 of the Electricity Regulation, 2050:-
The facts mentioned above are correct and true. In case if it is found false I/we am/are prepared to hear according to law.

Seal of corporate body.